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INTRODUCTION 

An irnportant concern among scholars 
of Roman domestic art and architecture 
has been the imitative reiationship be-
tween upper-class villas and the non-
elite homes in cities 1 . Like many other 
issues of copy arid model in antiquity 
this particular problem raises questions 
of meaning, authenticity, originality, and 
relative artistic or aesthetic status. In this 
essay I address differences in function of 
nature imagery in villas and urban hornes 
as well as the connections between the 
intellectual life at villas and more bucolic 
subjects 2 . By examining some of the dif-
ferences in the use of such imagery by 
two different socio-econornic groups, I 
hope to create a more subtie picture of 
the imitative aspects of dornus and villa 
decor in the late Republic and early Em-
pire for the Bay of Napies region. 

The intersections of art and nature, 
city and countly, intellectuai activity and 
relaxation are evident in the decoration 
of the upper-class houses ancl vilias of 
the Bay of Napies region. These domestic 
ensembles included illustrations of well-
known myths, portraits of famous writ-
ers and philosophers, fountains and land-
scape architecture, paintings of fiowering 
shrubs, aricl renderings of fantastic city-
scapes. The eclectic whole was one that 
comrnunicated the various concerns of 
Roman homeowners who, through social 
and political activities within the home, 
conveyed an interest in a broad range 
of rustic and cerebral subjects. Both up-
per- and middle-class Romans employed 
a range of imagery in the home as one 
of the many ways of conveying personai 
identity and a sense of belonging to the 
larger community. 

In this article I pay special attention 
to the role of nature imagery in the dec-
orative schernes of these houses. Scenes  

of the outdoors, including mythologi-
cal narratives taking piace in rural set-
tings, are arnong the most popuiar gen-
res for domestic decor in the houses of 
this region, frequently alluding to the 
concept of the locus ainoenus 3 . As villa 
life evolved over the course of the late 
Repubhc into an environment in which 
enjoyment of the outdoors and more in-
tellectual pursuits were prominent activi-
ties, the relationship of a villa resident to 
his or her natural surroundings became 
more complex. Rather than simply appre-
ciating nature per se, an issue of control 
over the environment or the "perfecting" 
of the landscape and animals in it was a 
profound concern. The many agricuitur-
ai treatises from this period, describing 
methods for grafting plants and choos-
ing good hvestock, attest to this interest 
in human agency in the natural world. 
The "civilization" of villa life through the 
introduction of Greek elements (art, ar-
chitecture, literature) is intertwined with 
the pictorial representation of "tarned na-
ture" as evidence of erudition as weil as 
an awareness of the dangers and incon-
veniences of wilderness. 

The relationship between urban do-
inus and rural villas, explored with na-
ture imagery in mmd, allows for a more 
specific reading of a popular topos in 
classical art history: that of the relation-
ship between copy and model. As Paul 
Zanker so clearly illustrated in a 1979 ar-
ticle4 , the houses of wealthy Pompeians 
replicated many of the elements found 
in the villas of the economic elite. Since 
the translation of that essay into Eng-
lish in 1998, some schoiars have been 
reevaluating Zanker's argument, inter-
rogating his largely derogatory vision of 
irnitation as a banalization of elite villa 
culture6 . I would like to suggest, how-
ever, that it would be better to study the 
urban homes of Pompeii as simulacra. 

That is to say the decoration of Pompei-
an houses evoked rural landscapes and 
a golden age in much the sarne way that 
villa decor did, and consequently the 
Iwo types of residences should be con-
sidered the same with respect to their 
replication of nature itself. Both villas 
and urban homes included elements of 
the outdoors in their decor - from sacro-
idyllic landscapes to statuettes of anirnals 
to topiary to painted representations of 
fruit orchards. But since the ideal rustic 
and natural settings evoked by these ar-
tistic ensembles of painting, scuipture, 
architecture, and landscaping were in 
fact versions of an irnpossibly perfect 
and nostalgic environment, these suites 
of domestic decor might be better inter -
preted as examples of hyperreality - a 
false reality of a bucolic past 7 . 

Although both luxury villas artd do-
inus were siinulacra of the locus ainoe-
nus, the artificial landscapes of town 
houses were even more significant and 
meaningful for their viewers and not, as 
Zanker suggested, exarnples of "mere 
decoration" 8  while villa decor was sorne-
thing more consequential. Including 
images of nature in the late houses of 
Pompeii was indeed very meaningful be-
cause of the allusions to a pastoral life, 
representing a sort of escapist meritality 
for people living in a rather industrial-
ized city in the first century CE. Addition-
ally, the iconography of nature was one 
of many thematic elements in the typi-
cally eclectic decor of Pompeian houses; 
sudi heterogeneity played a role in sub-
stantiating the claims of Roinanitas made 
by the houses' owners 9 . 

DOCTA OTIA AND VILLA LIFE 

Although they had their origins in agri- 
cultural production, Rornan villas carne 


